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 .The acoustic stratified propagator is defined as the positive self-adjoint
2  .  . y1 . 2  n  2 .y1 n .operator K ' yc y r y = r y = on L R , c r d z , where z sz z
 . k mx, y x g R , y g R . Bounds on the weighted resolvent of K, defined as
 :ya  .y1 :ya  :  < < 2 .1r2z K yz z for a ) 1r2 and z s 1 q z , are obtained at high
  . .energies i.e., in the semi-classical limit Re z 4 0 using the Virial condition
c y y ? =c G ec ) 0. This implies energy decay estimates for trapped waves in fiber
optics. With further smoothness assumptions on c and r the resolvent can be
analytically extended onto the second Riemann sheet. The failure of the Virial
condition on some radial interval, for m G 2, implies the existence of resonant-
 2 .tra¨eling modes for the wave equation ­ q K c s 0. In particular it is shown thatt
if n ) m G 2 then K has resonance states at high energies. No such states exist if
m s 1. This is explained using a shape resonance picture. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider high frequency solutions of the equation
2 y1Kc z s zc z , K ' yc y r y = r y = , 1.1 .  .  .  .  .  .z z
k m n  .  .where z s x [ y g R [ R s R , z g C with Re z 4 0 and Im z F
0. K is called the stratified wa¨e propagator. We suppose that positive
constants r#, c# exist so that
r G r y G r , c G c y G c , 1.2a .  .  .M m M m
¡ c , y G 0` m s 1~  c , y F 0lim sup c y s 1.2b .  .y`
< <y ª` ¢c ' c , m G 2.` y`
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 .A study of the elliptic operator in 1.1 leads to an understanding of the
behavior of solutions to the stratified wave equation
­ 2 q K c z , t s 0, c z , 0 s f z , ­ c z , 0 s f z . .  .  .  .  . .t 0 t 1
1.3 .
 .  .Depending on the shape of c y and r y , such a system can support
stable modes which only propagate in the x-directions. The purpose of this
paper is to demonstrate under what conditions such a system supports
quasi-stable modes or resonance states which only propagate in the x-
directions.
We begin the discussion by considering the spectrum of K. Define the
spaces
p , ` ` p p `1 nc<W S s f g L S f s0, ­ ??? ­ f g L , p q???p Fp , .  . 5S x x 1 n1 n
1.4 .
for S ; Rn or C, and p g N. The following conditions are assumed
throughout the paper:
 .  . 3, ` m. 4, ` m.  .H0 a c g W R , r g W R , and 1.2 holds;
 . < < < < < < < <b y ? = c , = r , y ? = r ª 0 as y ª `;y y y
 .  .  .  .  . 2, ` m.c y ? = c y , y ? = r y g W R ;
 .  .2  .  .2  . 1, ` m.d y ? = c y , y ? = r y g W R .
 . 2 n  2 .y1 n .PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose that H0 holds. Then on L R , c r d z ,
ws K s 0, ` , s K s s K s B. 1.5 . .  .  .  .ac sc p p
w x  . 2 n.For further discussion see 11 . The equation in 1.1 has no L R
 .solutions for Im z s 0 even if k s 0, i.e., z s y. However, if we consider
solutions of the form
c z s eij ? xf y , 1.6 .  .  .
then we obtain the reduced eigenvalue equation, for f g
2 m  2 .y1 m .L R , c r d y ,
K jf y s zf y , 1.7a .  .  .y
K j ' yc2 y r y = ry1 y = q c2 y j 2 . 1.7b .  .  .  .  .y y y
 . PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose that H0 holds. Then assuming c G c ify` `
.m s 1 ,
j 2 2 j j 2 2 2 2ws K s c j , ` , s K s B, s K ; c j , c j .. .  .  .ac y ` sc y p p y m `
1.8 .
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 .Suppose for the moment that c s c , r s constant. Then 1.7 can be` y`
written as
yD q z V y f s Ef , 1.9a .  . .y
V y s 1rc2 y 1rc2 y , E s zrc2 y j 2 . 1.9b .  .  .` `
2 m.  .By regarding z as a coupling parameter, L R solutions f y are
q  .possible if z g R depending on V . The real z states correspond to
traveling modes of the stratified wave equation and have been well studied
 w x.see, e.g., 16 . However, there has been little interest in the high-energy
 .solutions which are not standing waves Re z 4 0, Im z / 0 . These will be
 . < <called geometric-optic resonance states when they exist. The size of Im z
is considered to be inversely related to the life-time of the resonance state
 w x w x.i.e., Fermi Golden rule 14 ; see also 2 . For a schematic of the spectrum
of K see Fig. 1.
The existence of resonance states is established by looking at the
resolvent of K as a map between weighted L 2 spaces. When the resolvent
operator is bounded at some real frequency l, it is bounded in a complex
neighborhood of that frequency. To show this requires the method of
complex scaling. The extent to which the resolvent can be analytically
extended depends on the positions of poles of this resolvent. Resonance
states are eigenfunctions of the analytically extended operator correspond-
 j . 0FIG. 1. Plot of s K and spectral resonances of K .y y
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ing to K. In our case the poles can accumulate only at 0 or infinity since
 . .s K s B . The case of poles accumulating at infinity has been studiedp p
w x w xin 13 and under a slightly different context in 7 . By modifying the proof
w xof 5 it is possible to extend the work of Ralston to all dimensions m G 2.
The results presented here demonstrate the existence of resonant-tra¨ eling
w xor leaky modes 1 .
To state our main results we introduce the following notions;
DEFINITION 1.3. The operator K 0, in the case m G 2, will be calledy
m  4non-trapping in the open region V ' R r 0 , if there exists a smooth
m `, ` .vector field ¨ : V ª R , ¨ g W V , and positive constants k ) 0, e gi
 .0, 1 , so that for all y g V,
< < < < < <¨ y y F e y as y ª 0, `, 1.10a .
TT Tc = ¨ q = ¨ y 2 ¨ ? = c I G kc I . 1.10b . . .y y y /
0  .  .DEFINITION 1.4. K or K will be called non-resonant at spectral ` ify
m s 1, or m G 2 and K 0 is non-trapping in V.y
 .The following additional conditions to H0 are required to obtain high
 .   . 4energy resolvent bounds. The notation f y ' max f y , 0 is used.q
 .H1 For m G 2, ` G p ) mr2,
 .  .  . p m.a D c , D r g L R ;y q q
 .  .  . p m.b y ? =D c , y ? =D r g L R .y q q
 .  .MAIN THEOREM I Resolvent Bounds . Suppose that K satisfies H0 ,
 . 0H1 . If K is non-resonant at ` then for each a ) 1r2 and l ) 0,y 0
 .'C a , l so that0
1ya ya ’ :  :lim z z F C a , l r l , 1.11 .  .0K y l " iee x0
w .  :2 < < 2for all l g l , ` . Here as elsewhere z ' 1 q z .0
 .An important physical consequence of estimate 1.11 is a time of
 .sojourn estimate for high energy solutions of the wave equation in 1.3 .
 .DEFINITION 1.5. The weighted-local energy of a solution c to 1.3 is
defined to be
y2 a 2 y2 a 2y1 n n : < <  : < <’E c , ­ c s z r = r cc d z q z ­ c d z , . H Ha t t
n nR R
1.12 .
for a ) 0.
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To obtain a local energy decay estimate for trapped waves, we consider
 j . jthe spectral projector E K , for the reduced operator K on thel  j .4 y yj
 . jstate corresponding to eigenvalue l j of K . Then it is easy to definej y
2 n.the projection in L R
[j j kP ' E K d j , 1.13 . .HL l  j .4 yjj .  .l j gs K lLj di sc y
which isolates the jth trapped mode with energy in L. That states can be
ordered follows from the Kato]Rellich theorem e.g., Theorem XII.13 of
w x.14 . We now present;
j  .  .COROLLARY I.1. Let K satisfy H0 , H1 . Suppose that a ) 1r2 andy
w . 2 n.l ) 0 are gi¨ en and define L s l , ` . Let c g L R be arbitrary.0 0
 .   .4  ja Then 'C ) 0, independent of l j the eigen¨alues of K if theyj y
.exist , so that
2t` ya 2 < <.i l = j’ j x : 5 5x e P c dt F C c . 1.14 .H L
y`
 .b Suppose that K is non-resonant at `. Then 'C ) 0, so that
2` ya 2’i K t : 5 5z e E c dt F C c . 1.15 .H L
y`
A bound on the weighted resolvent means that it may be possible to
analytically extend the operator from the upper half plane into some
neighborhood of the lower half plane. To show this we consider Hunziker's
method of local-complex scaling which requires the introduction of a local
distortion,
T : z ª z q u u z , u g C, 1.16 .  .u
 . `, ` . where u z is a smooth vector field on V, u g W V , i s 1, . . . , n seei
w x.  . < <9, 4, 10 . For Im u s 0 and u small, T induces a continuous unitaryu
2 n n .transform on L R , d z ,
1r2U c z s J z c T z , 1.17 .  .  .  .  . .u u
 .   ..where J z ' det d q u u z is the Jacobian of T at z. A generalu i j i, j u
coordinate map T : R ª R is called a global flow if it is invertible for allu
5 .5u g R. In the local case 'b - u so that U is invertible on then=n, o p0 i, j u
disc
< <D b ' u g C N u F b . 1.18 4 .  .0 0
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 .DEFINITION 1.6. A multiplication operator f z is called u-distortion
analytic if
f z ' U fUy1 z s f T z , 1.19 .  .  .  . .u u u u
 .extends to a uniformly bounded operator which is analytic for u g D b .0
Smoothness conditions are also required on the coefficient functions;
 .  . `, ` m.H2 a c, r g W R ;
 . b c and r are z-distortion analytic i.e., with vector field
 . .u z s z .
 .MAIN THEOREM II Analytic Continuation . Suppose that K satisfies
 .  .  .  . H0 , H2 . If K is non-resonant at `, then for u z s x [ ¨ y with ¨ from
 ..  . <  . < <  . <1.10 , 'C, l , e ) 0 so that for Re z G l and e Im z - Im u F0 0 0 0
b ,0
y1 y1 y1y1 < < < <U KU y z F C Re z Im u . 1.20 . .u u
Finally we examine the location of resonances by considering the case of
 .  .cylindrically symmetric media. Suppose that c s c t , r s r t for m G 2,
< <  .  .  .t ' y and that on the interval t , t the Virial condition tc9 t G c t1 2
 .  . fails. Define t ) t so that c t F c t for all t ) t as in Theorem 2.2q 2 q q
w x.of 5 . Then the following analyticity assumptions will be required:
 .  .  .H3 a For some T g t , t and positive constants b , d ,CS 2 q 0 0
 .  .'c k , r k which are analytic functions in a sector or coneÄ Ä
< <C ' C T y d , b s k g C N b Re k y T q d G Im k , 4 .  .CS 0 0 0 CS 0
1.21 .
 .  .  .  .so that c t s c t , r t s r t for t G T y d ;Ä Ä CS 0
 . <  . <b 'e ) 0 so that lim inf krc k G e ;Ä0 k g S 0
 . 4, ` .c c g W S .Ä
Remark. An example of functions which satisfy such conditions are
w xgiven in 6 .
In order to study resonance states, let us recall the method of global-
complex scaling;
DEFINITION 1.7. Let U be a continuous group of unitary operators onu
Hilbert space H and let G be a self-adjoint operator where
G u ' U GU , for Im u s 0, 1.22 .  .  .u yu
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 .is an analytic family of operators. Furthermore suppose that G u extends
<  . <to an analytic family of operators which are m-sectorial for Im u F b .0
 .Then c g H is a resonance state for G if for some u g D b and0
  ..z g s G u with yIm u - Im z - 0,
G u c s zc . 1.23 .  .
 .In this case z is called the spectral resonance s.r. ¨alue. If c f H then c
 .is called a generalized resonance g.r. state.
 .  < <.MAIN THEOREM III Resonances . Suppose m G 2, c s c y , r s
 < <.  .  .r y , and K satisfies H0 , H3 . If the positi¨ ity estimate
d c t .
y G 0, t G 0, 1.24 . /dt t
holds e¨erywhere except on a bounded open inter¨ al I ; Rq, then K has an
 . i x?j 2 m.infinite series of g.r. states of the form f y e with f g L R . For thej
corresponding s.r. ¨alues z , 'C , g , l ) 0 for each n g N and ' E ) 0,n, l n n n 0
 4`so that z satisfyn, l lsln
Re z ª E n q 1r2 l , 0 ) Im z ) yC exp yg l , 1.25 .  .  .  .  .n , l 0 l n n
as l ª `, with fixed j g Rk. For each l g l q N , z is locally analytic inn 0 n, l
j .
 .Remark. In 1.25 , g can be taken arbitrarily close to the Agmonn
thickness g as defined in Section 4. However, as g is increased to g theren
  . w x.must be an increase in C as well see the discussion of 1.6 in 5 . Then
w xdetails are given in 8 , where properties of the resonance states are used.
w xLocal analyticity for a similar problem is discussed in 9 .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the first Main Theorem
is shown using a Mourre estimate in a neighborhood of infinity. The
second Main Theorem is established in Section 3 using local-complex
scaling. For high energies there is no classically forbidden region in this
 .problem, so the proof is simpler for K in 1.1 than for the usual
Schrodinger operator. The existence of resonances is established by prov-È
ing Main Theorem III in Section 4. We modify the method of global-
w xcomplex scaling used in 5 to study resonances on curved manifolds. These
w xchanges have an independent interest as considered in 12 . The final
section is a further discussion of the physical problem which motivated this
paper. In particular, there is an important connection between the reso-
nance states and the traveling modes.
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2. HIGH ENERGY RESOLVENT BOUNDS
To begin this section we introduce the reduced operator, j g Rk
J j s y= c2 y = q q y q c2 y j 2 , 2.1a .  .  .  .y y y
where the potential is defined to be
ª ª ª2< <’ ’ ’q y ' =c r rr y div Q, Q s =c r cr r . 2.1b .  . /
Using the Fourier transform in the x-variable
[ i x?j kF c j , y s e c x , y d x , 2.2 .  .  .  .Hx
kR
we obtain the operator
[y1 j j kJ s F J F s J d j , 2.3 .Hx y x y
kR
 .which is unitarily equivalent to K. Equation 2.3 gives a fiber decomposi-
tion for J.
To emphasize the distinction between the m s 1 and m G 2 cases, we
present;
 .  . 0THEOREM 2.1. Let c, r satisfy H0 , H1 . Suppose that J is non-y
resonant at `. Then for each l ) c2 j 2 and a ) 1r2, 'C so that for all0 y`
l G l ,0
y1ya yaj ’ :  :y J y l " ie y F C a , l , j r l , 2.4 .  . .y 0
 .where k is gi¨ en in 1.10b for m G 2, and k s 1 in case m s 1.
Proof. There are two cases.
Case m s 1. Consider the coordinate transformation
y 1
h y s dm. 2.5 .  .H c m .0
Then we can define the symmetric operator
1 1
UA s h y ­ y ­ h y s c y h y ­ q ­ c y h y . 2.6 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .h h h y y2 i 2 i
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A simple computation gives
1j j 2 2 2i J , A s 2 J y 2c j y c c0h q c9rc 9 . .y h y y` 2
y 2 q q chq9 y Rj 2 , 2.7 .  .
 2 2 2 .where R ' 2 c y c q c c9h . The negative part of the last three termsy`
 .  .is bounded due to H0 . Thus multiplying both sides of 2.7 by
 j .y1r2 j j jJ q 1 E , where E is the spectral projection of J onto they w l , `. w l , `. y0 0w .set l , ` , gives0
1 1
j j jE i J , A Ew l , `. y h w l , `.0 0j jJ q 1 J q 1’ ’y y
J j y c2 j 2 y C j 2 q 1 . .y y` jG 2 E , 2.8 .w l , `.j 0J q 1y
for some C ) 0. Using the modified conjugate operator
y1r2 y1r2j jA s J q 1 A J q 1 , 2.9 . .  .h y h y
we obtain, for l 4 0,0
j j j jE i J , A E G E . 2.10 .w l , `. y h w l , `. w l , `.0 0 0
 .This is a Mourre estimate in a neighborhood of infinity and leads to 2.4
 w x.for l sufficiently large see Proposition 4.7 in 11 . Since the negative0
 . jparts of the last three terms in 2.7 are J -compact, standard Mourrey
2 2 theory will give a local resolvent estimate for each l ) c j Proposi-0 y`
w x.tion 4.3 of 11 .
Case m G 2. In this case we consider
1
A s ¨ y ? = q = ? ¨ y , 2.11 .  .  . .¨ y y2 i
and calculate
j 2 2 2i J , A s y­ c ¨ q ¨ y ¨ ? =c ­ y ¨ ? =q q ¨ c . .  .y ¨ i i , j j , i j i , i j , j
y 2c¨ ? =c j 2 G k J y c2 j 2 y P q Q q Rj 2 , 2.12a .  . .y` k
 .where k ) 0 is defined in 1.10b , and
1 2P ' y¨ c , Q ' k q q ¨ ? =q , R ' 2c¨ ? =c. 2.12b .  . . qi , i j k2 , j
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 . ` m. p m.From the conditions H1 we have P, R g L R and Q g L R , fork
 .  j .y1r2 jp ) mr2. Multiplying both sides of 2.12a by J q 1 E , as in they w l , `.0
m s 1 case, and using a standard Sobolev estimate, we obtain a uniformly
positive commutator for l ) 0 sufficiently large. With this the theorem is0
completed.
 .The resolvent estimate in 2.4 is useful only for high energies on each
j-fiber. In this case the y-momentum, in the corresponding wave equation,
is large. For waves with high x-momentum, we must introduce the projec-
tion E x defined byj 0
E x ' F y1x j F , 2.13 .  .j x w j , `. x0 0
where x is the characteristic function for the set L ; Rq. It is clear thatL
this operator commutes with J and thus E J.L
 .  .THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that H0 and H1 hold. Then, for each j ) 0,0
a ) 1r2, and l ) 0, 'C so that0
1ya yax x ’ :  :lim x E E x F Cr l . 2.14 .j j0 0J y l " iee x0
Proof. Consider the conjugate operator, in x-directions,
1 1 1
A s x ? = q = ? x . 2.15 .  .x 2 i y D q 1 y D q 1’ ’x x
Then compute, as a form
yD 2c2 y .x2 2w xi J , A s 2c y s 2c y y , 2.16 .  .  .x yD q 1 yD q 1x x
 x 2 n..which is strictly positive as a form on the subspace E L R for eachj 0w x  .j ) 0. By techniques of 11 , 2.14 follows for l 4 0. Standard Mourre0 0
theory completes the result for arbitrary l ) 0 with a possible change of0
 ..C in 2.14 .
The above result implies an energy-decay estimate for trapped mode
solutions of the stratified wave equation, i.e., Corollary I.1. A similar
w xphenomenon is discussed in 15 .
Proof of Main Theorem I. There are two cases.
Case m s 1. Consider the operator, for g ) 0,
1
A s g A q A , A ' x ? = q = ? x . 2.17 .  .g x h x x x2 i
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Then
1 2i J , A s 2 J y c c0h q c9rc 9 y 2 q q chq9 .  . .g 2
y 2 g y 1 c2 y c2c9h D ? 2.18 .  . . x
The middle terms are bounded as operators, and for g sufficiently large
the last term is positive. Hence, for l ) 0 sufficiently large,0
J J JE i J , A E G JE . 2.19 .w l , `. g w l , `. w l , `.0 0 0
 .y1r2Multiplying both sides by J q 1 gives a uniform Mourre estimate at
w x`. For arbitrary l ) 0 see Section 4 of 11 .0
Case m G 2. Finally let us introduce the conjugate operator
A s A q A , 2.20 .u x ¨
 .  . 2 n n .with u z s x [ ¨ y . Computing as a form on L R , d z , gives
w x 2 2 2i J , A s y­ c u q u y ¨ ? =c ­ y ¨ ? =q q ¨ c . .  .u i i , j j , i j i , i j , j
G k J y P q Q , 2.21 .  .k
 .where k ) 0, P and Q are as in 2.12b . Applying the weighted projectionk
 .y1r2 JJ q 1 E to both sides gives a positive commutator on the intervalL
w . w xL s l , ` , for l ) 0 sufficiently large. For arbitrary l ) 0 see 11 .0 0 0
This gives the resolvent estimate for J.
 .Remark. Due to the positivity of c y ¨ ? =c the arguments here are
easier than those of standard Mourre theory in that we only need bound-
 .edness not relative compactness of error terms.
3. ANALYTICALLY CONTINUED RESOLVENT
We begin this section by transforming out the explicit dependence on
 .r y . In the proof of the second Main Theorem only the changes required
w xin the method of 10 will be shown. As well, we only consider m G 2 since
 .using the transformation 2.5 , the result is well known for m s 1.
2 m m .Consider the closed operator on L R , d y ,
K j s yc2 y D q q y q j 2c2 y , 3.1a .  .  .  .y y
 .  .where q y is obtained from r y so that
2c 1ª ª ª22 < <’ ’q y ' c = r rr y div Q, Q s = r . 3.1b .  . /’ ’r r
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We want to study the equation
K jf s lf , 3.2 .y
2 2 2 m m .for l ) c j . Consider the dilation transformation on L R , d y ,`
U yf y s emu r2f eu y , 3.3 .  . .u
 y.y1 yfor u g C. In this special case U s U . Thus the scaled Laplacian isu yu
simply
U y D U y s ey2 u D . 3.4 .u y yu y
Next, define the function
dc y s c y y c , 3.5 .  .  .`
and suppose that for some open complex neighborhood of 0, the functions
dc ' c y c , c ' U ycU y , q ' U yqU y , 3.6 .u u ` u u yu u u yu
satisfy the conditions
 .  . `, ` m.H2 9 a dc, q g W R ;
 .  .b dc , q are bounded analytic functions for u g D b , foru u 0
some b ) 0. Then we show;0
 .  .LEMMA 3.1. Under conditions H0 and H2 9 the operator
K j u ' U yK j U y 3.7 .  .y u y yu
 .  0.is an analytic family of type A for u g D b , with constant domain D K .0 y
y y 2 m.  0.Proof. Since U U s 1 on L R , we have for any f g D K ,u yu y
K j u f s c2 yey2 u D q j 2 f q q f . 3.8 .  . .y u y u
2 m.Clearly each term is in L R and the coefficient factors are analytic
functions of u .
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 3.2. Suppose c y and q y satisfy H0 , H2 9. If for some
k ) 0 the non-trapping condition
c y y y ? =c y G kc y , ; y g Rm , 3.9 .  .  .  .
 .   ..  .holds, then 'l , b ) 0 so that, for Im z ) 2k l y Re z Im u0 0 0
j 05 5K u y z f G 2k Im u Re z y l f , f g D K , .  .  . . .  .y 0 y
3.10 .
 .holds uniformly for all u g D b .0
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 .Proof. By H2 9 there are finite constants C so thati
y y2 y y y2 yU c U F C , U qc U F C , 3.11 .ib yib 1 ib yib 2
w x 2 m.uniformly for b g 0, b . Thus for any c , f g L R we can write0
j y2 ib 2 2 2C K u y z f G ye D q j q qrc y zrc f , .  .  . .  .1 y y u u
3.12 .
and from the Schwartz inequality,
y2 ib 2 2 25 5c ye D q j q qrc y zrc f .  . .y u u
G Im yey2 ib D q j 2 q qrc2 y zrc2 f , c . 3.13 . ; .  . .y u u
Let c s ey2 ibf and z s l y 2 iblG, where G may be negative. Then the
 .right hand side of Eq. 3.13 is an upper bound for
2 5 5 2y2b j q C f .2
y Im 1 q 2 ib l q i2blG cy2 y 2 ibcy3 y ? = c f , f .  . ; .y
2 5 5 2G y2b j q C f .2
 y2 : y3q 2blG c f , f q 2bl c y y ? = c c f , f : .y
G 2bl k q G rc2 y j 2rl y C rl f , f : . .2
5 5 2G C b l y l f , 3.14 .  .0 0
 2 . 5 5 2where C ) 0 and we ignore terms O b f . The last inequality0
requires b sufficiently small and l sufficiently large. Also note that0 0
2 2 y1 .G ) c j q C l y k was used.M 2 0
Remark. For large values of l there is no classically forbidden region in
this problem. Hence resonances of K j, when they occur, are not explicitlyy
shape resonances and we choose to call them geometric-optic resonances.
 .Physically one expects no resonances for K in case k G 1 when the
energy is sufficiently large. This is due to the freedom of trapped solutions
of the stratified wave equation to decay in the x-directions. To show this
requires a dilation in the j-variable,
U xc j , y ' eku r2c euj , y , c g L 2 Rkqm , dkj dm y . 3.15 .  . .  .u
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Then, as with the Laplacian,
U xj 2U x s e2uj 2 . 3.16 .u yu
It is this property that we will use in the following;
Proof of Main Theorem II. To begin note that the functions c, p, and q
 .  w x.are u-distortion analytic by the conditions in H2 see Remark 3 of 10 .
w xNow we restate, from 10 ;
LEMMA 3.3. Consider the second order differential operator
2
lP s h p z , h­ , 3.17a .  . l z
ls0
 .  .where p z, h are quadratic polynomials in h, and for h fixed p z, h gl l
`, ` n.W R . Suppose that for some constant A ) 0
< < < < 2p z , h G A 1 q h . 3.17b .  . .0
Then for h ) 0 sufficiently small and Arh sufficiently large,
5 5 5 5Pc G CA c , c g D P . 3.18 .  .
’w xFor a proof see Lemma 2 in 10 . We consider h ' 1r l . Then, for
`, ` n.some smooth functions a , b , b g W R and a constant G,k l l
h2 K ' h2 c2 yD q h2 q .  .  .  .ib ib ibibz
s y c2 a z h­ h­ q h b z h­ q h2 b z , .  .  .  .  .  .  .ib  k l k l l l
kl l
p z , h s c2 a z h h y 1 q i2b G . 3.19 .  .  .  .  .  .  .ib 0 k l k l
kl
Note that
a z s d y 2 ib ¨ q O b 2 3.20 .  . .k l k l k , l
c2 s c2 q i2bc ¨ y ? = c q O b 2 . .  .  . .ib y
For any e ) 0 where yG - e - k , calculate ignoring terms of uniform
2 .order b
2 ibeyIm e p z , h .0
2s yIm 1 q i2be c q i2bc ¨ ? = c d y i2b ¨ h h .  . . . y k l k , l k l
k , l
y 1 q i2be 1 q i2b G .  .
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¨ ? = cy2s 2bc ¨ y d y ed h h q 2b e q G . k , l k l k l k l /ck , l
2 < < 2G 2bc k y e h q 2b e q G .  .
2 < < 2G 2b min e q G , c k y e 1 q h . 3.21 .  .  . 4  .m
 .Define z s l 1 q i2b G . Then the result is completed by applying Lemma
2 .3.3 where we take P s h K y z .
4. EXISTENCE OF RESONANCE STATES
In this section we verify the existence of surface resonances in stratified
w xmedia, for m G 2. The result follows from 5 ; however, we present a
somewhat simplified proof which specifically considers perturbed media
 .rather than a general curved manifold . This method is more convenient
w xto use when studying waves traveling in a bent media 12 . An example is a
bent fiber optic.
< <Let us begin by considering the operator, for t ' y ,
­ ­ c2 t .
2 2 1ym. my1. 2 2yc t D ' yc t t t q L y c t D , 4.1 .  .  .  .z x2­ t ­ t t
2 k m y2 k m . 2 my1on L R [ R , c d x d y . Here L is the Laplacian on S and t
the radial y-variable. Now we introduce the four transformations, which
 .  .are applied to 4.1 in order ,
t my1.r2 Äc ª c s c symmetrizing transf. .’c t .
1t
s t s dm coordinate transf. .  .H c m .0
L2 ª l l q m y 2 ' l l spherical harm. decomp. .  .  .
y D ª j 2 fibre decomp. . .x
 . w xThe coordinate transform t s was mentioned in 16, p. 57 . It was used in
w x5 to convert their metric of interest into geodesic coordinates. Now
2 q .define on L R , ds ,
­ 2 2 2 2G ' y q W s , W s ' l c t rt q j c t . 4.2a .  .  .  .  . .l, j l , j2­ s
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To simplify computations we suppose that for some s - s , with s - s -1 2 1 y
s - s ,2 q
W9 s s 0, W0 s ) 0 one minimum .  .  .1 1
W9 s s 0, W0 s - 0 one barrier .  .  .2 2
q  4W9 s / 0, s g R r s , s . . 1 2
 .Indices are suppressed until they are needed. The methods below extend
to the case of many minimums but we will not consider the details here.
 .The transformations above act on the operator in 4.1 to give
2 my1. y1 1ym.r2 1ym.r2’ ’yc D ª G q ­ , t c ­ , c t c t . 4.2b .s s
For large l it is sufficient to study G since W will dominate the potential
 .on the right hand side of 4.2b . In fact, if l is sufficiently large, we have
w 2 2s G s c j , ` , 4.2c . .  .`
 .  .which, under conditions H0 and H3 , is purely absolutely continuous.
w xThis operator has s.r. values by the work of 5 . We consider their
arguments using the comparison Hamiltonian
< `G ' G , 4.3 .C w0, s x0 0 2
` ..with Friedrich's extension. In particular the set C 0, s is a form core0 2
for G , however, as operator core we must include functions whose first0
derivatives exist and are non-zero at 0 and s . Clearly G has compact2 0
 .resolvent, so for large l using the min-max principle ,
`l l 2r5’s G s f , f s l l e q W s q O l , 4.4a .  .  .  .  . 40 n n n l l . , j 1ns0
Ye s n q 1r2 E s lim n q 1r2 W s rl , 4.4b .  .  .  .’n 0 l , j 1
lª`
where the interior local minimum of W occurs at s . Using the definition1
 .  .W9 s s 0, simplifies the expression in 4.4b , so that we can write, using1
 .t ' t s ,1 1
c2 t c t j 2 .  .1Y 2 2 2W s rl s 2 ­ q ­ c t . 4.5 .  .  .l, j 1 t t 1 /t t lts t1 1
Remark. The advantage of using G as comparison Hamiltonian over0
w xthe one used in 5 is that the spectrum is not changed by complex scaling;
s.r. values of G will be in a neighborhood of the eigenvalues f l. To shown
that using G is sufficient requires a closer examination of error terms in0
the IMS formula. The details are given in Lemma 4.6.
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l  .DEFINITION 4.1. For every f g s G , the classically forbidden regionn 0
is the set
F l ' s ) s N W s y f l ) 0 . 4.6 .  . 4n 1 n
l w x lNote that by choice of W, we can write F s s , s if F / B, in whichn y q n
l  . lcase s g F . Call s the interior exterior turning point of W at f .2 n yq. n
0  0 .  .Also define s ) s where W s s W s to be the asymptotic exteriorq q q 1
turning point. Then the Agmon thickness of W is
1 0sqg ' W s y W s ds. 4.7’  .  .  .H 1’l s1
< <Remark. Depending on the size of the ratio j rl, the Agmon thickness
 .g may be finite or infinite, indicating a resonance or a possible bound
< <  .state, respectively. In the following j is fixed and l or l is allowed to be
< <sufficiently large. A lower bound for l will depend on the size of j but
this dependence will be suppressed.
 .   . .2DEFINITION 4.2. The potential W s s c t rt is non-trapping in1, 0
w .the exterior region s , ` at energy E , if0
2 E y W s y s­ W s G E , 4.8 .  .  . .1, 0 s 1, 0 0
for some E ) 0 and all s G s .0 0
 .  .  . w 0 .By H3 and assumption 1.24 , W s non-trapping on s , ` for1, 0 q
E s 0, if l is sufficiently large. A modification of this fact is used in the
Appendix.
Finally, let us define
1
lV s ' W s y f . 4.9a .  .  .nl
2 q .See Fig. 2. We now study the following operator, on L R , ds ,
­ 2
H ' y q lV s . 4.9b .  .2­ s
The comparison Hamiltonian will then be
H ' G y f l 4.10a .n 0 n
`l ls H s e , e ' 0. 4.10b .  . 4n n , m n , nms0
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 .  .FIG. 2. Shape resonance potential V s and velocity profile c s .
Proof of Main Theorem III. The proof begins be choosing an appropri-
 .ate dilating group U for H. Suppose that V s is non-trapping in theu
w .  w x.region S , ` . We introduce the vector field modified from 5 , forN T
s - S - S - s , with s g R and s g C,2 CS N T q
0, s F SCS¨ s s 4.11 .  . ¨ s , s G S .a CS
 . 2 2S r S yS ysyS . raCS N T CS CS¨ s s s y S q S y S S rs e . .  .  .  .a N T N T CS CS
 .  .Note that for some d ) 0, b g 0, pr4 , the function ¨ s is defined in0 a
 .the complex cone C ' C S y d , b and it generates a global flowCS 0
q  .  .T : R ª C for u in a strip S b ' R q i yb , b . The parameteru 0 0 0
a ) 0 is introduced to ensure that the difference
¨ s y s y S 4.12 .  .  .a N T
 .is sufficiently small in the non-trapping region Re s ) S . Define U toN T u
be the unitary group generated by T and denote by J the Jacobian of U .u u u
Then
­ ­
y1 2 2 y2H u ' U HU s p q lV s , p ' y J q F , 4.13 .  .  .u u u u u u u­ s ­ s
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 . y5r2 X. y1r2  . w xwhere F ' 1r2 J J 9 J is 4.16 of 5 . From our smoothnessu u u u
assumptions and the definition of ¨ it can be shown that J , F ga u u
`w .. <  . <  . w xL S , ` for Im u F b . We now recall Theorem 4.3 2 of 5 ;CS 0
 .LEMMA 4.3. For some b ) 0, H u is an analytic type A family of0
 .  .operators for u g S b , with common domain D H .0
 .  wRemark. For local flows this result holds only on a disc D b see 3,0
x .Sect. 4 for further discussion . The results presented still hold in the local
setting.
 .  .   . .2LEMMA 4.4 Non-trapping States . Suppose that W s s c t rt is
w .non-trapping in S , ` at zero energy. Then for a and l sufficiently large,N T
 .'C , b and a sufficiently small constant E ) 0, so that for u g S b and0 0 0 0
z s yiG,
`5 5 wH u y z c G C lb E c , c g C S , ` , 4.14 . .  . .  .0 0 0 N T
 .holds, where b s Im u and G F E blr4.0
A sketch of the proof is given in the Appendix. At this point S g F l isN T n
 .fixed. For e g 0, Gr2 , define the annulus,
< <A ' z g C N z g e , 2e . 4.15 4 .  .e
 .THEOREM 4.5 Uniform Bound . Choose b ) 0 sufficiently small so0
that Lemma 4.4 holds and l sufficiently large so that S g F l for all l G l .0 N T n 0
Then for some C ) 0 and l sufficiently large,1
5 5H u y z f G C e f , f g D H , 4.16 .  .  . . 1
 .for all u g S b and z g A .0 e
w xThis is just Theorem 5.1 of 5 . The details of its proof, as with the proof
w .of the next lemma, require a decomposition of 0, ` into 3 regions, for
  .43 2which a smooth partition of unity is used g s , 1 s  g ;k ks1 k
 .  .  .1 H s H u s H on supp g potential welln 1
 . l  .2 supp g _ F classically forbidden region2 n
 .   . .  .  . . 3 ­ c t rt s c t c t rt 9 - 0 holds on supp g non-trappings 3
.region .
Extra smoothness conditions on the g 's are imposed below. We nowi
present the details of the following;
 .LEMMA 4.6 Non-trapping Bound . Assume the conditions of Theorem
4.5. Then for all z g A there is a C ) 0 so thate
5 5H u y z f G Cl g f , f g D H . 4.17 .  .  . . 3
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w xProof. We modify the proof of Lemma 5.2 of 5 . Define h '1
2 2’g q g , h ' g . The IMS localization formula gives1 2 2 3
2
2 2
H u y z f G 1r2 H u y z h f y R f , 4.18a .  .  .  . .  . i
is1
where the remainder is
2
2
R f s H u , h f . 4.18b .  .  . i
is1
CLAIM 4.7. There are constants C so that for any d ) 0,i
C C2 32 2 225 5 5 5R f F H u y z f q f q C l d g f . 4.19 .  .  . . 4 32 2l d l d
Proof. Only sufficient details will be given to show that an estimate
 . w xanalogous to 5.13 of 5 does indeed hold for g . Since there are only two3
cutoff functions, h , h s g , we can write using the triangle inequality1 2 3
.and several commutations
2X Xy2 y2 2 :  :R f s g J ­ q ­ J g f F Re f , x p f q Re f , x f , .  .3 u s s u 3 1 u 2
4.20 .
` q. Xwhere x g C R are bounded positive functions with supp x s supp g .i 0 i 3
Here g is chosen so that gX is symmetric on its support, and3 3
2 2X Y X Y ` wg rg , g g rg , g rg g L s , s . 4.21 .  . .  . .3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 q
 .One can easily construct such a function g . Returning to 4.20 ,3
 : :R f F Re g f , x rg H u y z f y Re f , x lV y z f .  .  . .3 1 3 1 u
 :q g f , x rg f .3 2 3
C C2 32 2 225 5 5 5F H u y z f q 0 q f q C q C l d g f . .  . . 2 3 32 2l d l d
4.22 .
X .The positivity of Re x V and boundedness of h rg are essential here.1 u 1 3
 .  .  .  .Combining the three inequalities 4.14 , 4.16 , and 4.19 into 4.18a
gives
C C2 3 2
1 q q H u y z f . .2 2 2 2 /l d l e C1
l2 22 2 2 2 5 5G C b E y C l d g f . 4.23 .0 0 4 3 /2
The lemma follows for d sufficiently small.
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 .LEMMA 4.8 Classically Forbidden Bounds . Suppose that the conditions
0, `w ..of Theorem 4.5 hold. Then for z g A and h g W s , s , 'C ) 0 soe 2 q i
that for l sufficiently large,
1 C 1 C1 2
h F , h F . 4.24a .
H y z l H u y z l .n
1 1
h­ F C , h­ F C . 4.24b .s 3 s 4H y d H u y z .n
w xThis is Lemma 5.2 of 5 . In particular, there is no problem when
considering H .n
We now complete the proof of the theorem. For some simply connected
contour C ; A whose interior contains z , define the projectionse e
i 1 i 1
l , j l , jP ' dz , P u ' dz . 4.25 .  .E En 2p H y z 2p H u y z .C Cne e
Consider the difference
1 1
l , j l , j 2 2P y P u F e sup g H u y H g .  . .n z g C 1 n 1e H y z H u y z .n
1 1
2 2 2q g q g q g , 4.26 . .2 2 3 5H y z H u y z .n
where we used the fact that the resolvent of H vanishes on the subspacen
2w . .L s , ` , ds . The last two terms on the right hand side vanish in norm as2
l ª ` by Lemmas 4.8 and 4.6. For the first term, note that
g 2H u y H g 2 s g 2H y Hg 2 s 2 g gX ­ q 2­ g gX . 4.27 .  .1 n 1 1 1 1 1 s s 1 1
The commutator is H-bounded. Hence a simple application of Lemma 4.8
 2 < X <  ..where h s g and h obeys the conditions in 4.21 shows that 'C such1 1
that
5 l , j l , j 5 2P y P u F C rl . 4.28a .  .n 1
Since H is norm resolvent continuous in the parameter j , there will also
exist C so that2
5 l , j l , j 9 5 2 2P u y P u F C j y j 9 . 4.28b .  .  . .2
Hence for l sufficiently large and j y j 9 sufficiently small,
dim Range P l , j 9 u s dim Range P l , j . 4.29 .  . .  .n
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The resonance states are now obtained by integrating in j 9. Local analytic-
 . ity of the s.r. values in j follows from the Kato]Rellich theorem see
w x w x.Theorem XII.8 14 and also Section 4 of 9 . Asymptotic properties of
 . w x w x1.25 are studied in Section 6 of 5 and Sections 7 and 8 of 8 . Some
w xextensions of these results are presented in 12 .
5. DISCUSSION
 .1 Resonances and Tra¨eling Modes
 .  .  .Recall G as defined in 4.2a . As we have seen, if t­ c t y c t ) 0 ont
 .some interval t , t then for j s 0 the operator G has s.r. values.1 2
However, if j / 0 then differentiating W with respect to s givesl, j
22c
2 3­ W s s l t­ c t y c t q j t ­ c t . 5.1 .  .  .  .  . .s l , j t t3t
 .  .Clearly if c t is a decreasing function then so is W s and then there are
 .no resonance or bound states. If c t is an increasing function then bound
< <  .states are present for j sufficiently large. Furthermore, if c t y
 . q < <t­ c t G 0 on all of R and c - c , s.r. values will not appear for jt m `
 .sufficiently small if at all but trapped modes will be present. To under-
stand the significance of this, recall the stratified wave equation
­ 2c t , z s c2D q c2r = ry1 = c t , z . 5.2 .  .  . .t x y y
If the resonance states have a significant x-momentum component, then
their energy will decay to spatial infinity along the cylindrical stratifica-
 < <.tions. However, depending on c y , there can be stationary resonances
 .i.e., j s 0 . These make it impossible to obtain uniform energy-decay
 .  < <.estimates for solutions of 5.2 . By proper choice of c y it is possible to
 .   . .have traveling mode solutions of 5.2 i.e., s G / B , without therep p
being any s.r. values. This may be useful in reducing distortion caused by
the coupling between trapped and resonating modes.
As a final note, if c ) c s c then the system has s.r. values but noM ` m
trapped modes.
 .2 Location of Resonance States
By our analysis, resonance states are concentrated about the minimum
 .  .  .of W, i.e., at s s s . This is precisely where c9 t s c t rt for t s t s1 1 1 1 1 1
< <and j s 0. As j increases, the location of the resonance states moves to
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t# which solves
c t# .
c9 t# s . 5.3 .  .3 2t# q t#j rl
< <  .Clearly t# - t which implies that increasing j i.e., x-momentum pulls1
the resonance states into the interior of the media. For
l
2j ) , 5.4 .2 2 2t c rc t y 1 . .1 ` 1
 .an s.r. value may become an eigenvalue. Condition 5.4 is obtained by
 .  .supposing that W s - lim W s . See Fig. 2.1 sª`
APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 4.4. This result is essentially Theorem A.1 of Ap-
w xpendix A and Lemma B.1 of Appendix B in 5 . In particular, inequality
 .  . w x  .  .4.14 is just A.2 of 5 which is obtained by combining B.1 and A.1 of
w x5 . However, the authors consider a neighborhood of energy le rathern
than 0. We sketch the details working in the s coordinate. The Hamilto-
nian of interest is
­ ­
y2H u s y J q F q lV s , A.1 .  .  .u u u­ s ­ s
 :  :at energy z s i2blG. Using the notation G ' c , Gc we definec
 :  2:g s p¨ 9p r p . A.2 .c cc
y2  2 .Then from the expansion J s 1 y 2 ib ¨ 9 q O b , we calculate forib
`w ..c g C S , `0 N T
2 ibgc :  : 5 5 2yIm e H ib y z G lb y 2g V y ¨V 9 y 4g G c , . 4  5c cc c
A.3 .
 2 .  0which holds to O b . By assumption ' E , e ) 0 so that for s g s y e ,0 0 q 0
0 .s q eq 0
0 0y2¨V 9 s G 2 s y S V 9 s G V s y e q E , A.4 .  .  . .  .N T q q 0 0
and for s ) s0 q e , the estimate yV G E dominates. Further details areq 0 0
w xgiven in Appendix B of 5 . Note that it is here S is fixed sufficientlyN T
close to s0 . We also need l sufficiently large. This gives the estimateq
5 5H u y z c F Clb c , A.5 .  . .
 .for Im u s b and G ) yE r8.0
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